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ABSTRACT

Some disability rights advocates criticise prenatal testing and selective abortion on the grounds that these practices express negative attitudes towards existing persons with disabilities. Disability rights advocates also commonly criticise and oppose physician-assisted suicide (PAS) and euthanasia on the same grounds. Despite the structural and motivational similarity of these two kinds of arguments, there is no literature comparing and contrasting their relative merits and the merits of responses to them with respect to each of these specific medical practices. This paper undertakes such a comparison. My thesis is that a number of potentially significant weaknesses of the expressivist argument against reproductive technologies are avoided when the argument is used against PAS. In particular, I try to show that three common criticisms of the expressivist argument applied to reproductive technologies, whatever merit they have, have even less merit when they are used to reply to the expressivist argument applied to PAS. This is important because the expressivist argument applied to the end of life scenario does not get as much attention as the argument applied to the beginning of life scenario, and yet it has a relatively stronger position.

The first section outlines the expressivist argument at both the beginning and end of life. The second section, the heart of the paper, shows how the end of life context better deals with several objections. The final section briefly draws out some implications of my thesis.

THE EXPRESSIVIST ARGUMENT

In the 1970s and 1980s various biotechnologies began to improve significantly the ability to diagnose genetic defects or fetal abnormalities very early in pregnancy and sometimes, for example, in the case of in vitro fertilisation and preimplantation genetic diagnosis, even before pregnancy begins. Around the same time, bioethicists and physicians began defending the use of these biotechnologies for the purpose of selective termination against fetuses or embryos that were likely to have disabling traits on the grounds that preventing an individual with a disability from being born would promote human well-being. As a response, disability rights advocates commonly criticised and opposed physician-assisted suicide and euthanasia. One reason they do this is that such practices, they say, express negative attitudes towards existing persons with disabilities.

Despite the structural and motivational similarity of these two kinds of arguments, there is no literature comparing and contrasting their relative merits and the merits of responses to them with respect to each of these specific medical practices. This paper undertakes such a comparison. My thesis is that a number of potentially significant weaknesses of the expressivist argument against reproductive technologies are avoided when the argument is used against PAS. I do not especially wish to evaluate the merits of the expressivist argument on their own with respect to either prenatal screening or PAS. Instead, my central point is the more limited and relative one that this argument is much stronger when it is used to criticise PAS compared with when it attacks prenatal testing. In particular, I try to show that three common criticisms of the expressivist argument applied to reproductive technologies, whatever merit they have, have even less merit when they are used to reply to the expressivist argument applied to PAS. This is important because the expressivist argument applied to the end of life scenario does not get as much attention as the argument applied to the beginning of life scenario, and yet it has a relatively stronger position.

Some disability rights advocates criticise prenatal testing and selective abortion when these are used to prevent disabled individuals from being born. These practices, it is said, express negative attitudes towards existing persons with disabilities. This is known as the expressivist argument (or expressivist objection), which has spawned a substantial literature in bioethics. Disability rights advocates also commonly criticise and oppose physician-assisted suicide (PAS) and euthanasia. One reason they do this is that such practices, they say, express negative attitudes towards existing persons with disabilities.

Disability rights advocates also commonly criticise and oppose physician-assisted suicide (PAS) and euthanasia. One reason they do this is that such practices, they say, express negative attitudes towards existing persons with disabilities. Despite the structural and motivational similarity of these two kinds of arguments, there is no literature comparing and contrasting their relative merits and the merits of responses to them with respect to each of these specific medical practices. This paper undertakes such a comparison.

My thesis is that a number of potentially significant weaknesses of the expressivist argument against reproductive technologies are avoided when the argument is used against PAS. I do not especially wish to evaluate the merits of the expressivist argument on their own with respect to either prenatal screening or PAS. Instead, my central point is the more limited and relative one that this argument is much stronger when it is used to criticise PAS compared with when it attacks prenatal testing. In particular, I try to show that three common criticisms of the expressivist argument applied to reproductive technologies, whatever merit they have, have even less merit when they are used to reply to the expressivist argument applied to PAS. This is important because the expressivist argument applied to the end of life scenario does not get as much attention as the argument applied to the beginning of life scenario, and yet it has a relatively stronger position.

The first section outlines the expressivist argument at both the beginning and end of life. The second section, the heart of the paper, shows how the end of life context better deals with several objections. The final section briefly draws out some implications of my thesis.
value of such persons to their disabling trait and implies the negative belief that the lives of disabled persons are not worth living.

As mentioned above, we see a very similar argument used against PAS and euthanasia. For example, Diane Coleman observes that ‘For individuals who internalise the social oppression that characterises severe disability to be undignified, the legalisation of assisted suicide may convey the message that suicide is the best way to reclaim their dignity’ (Coleman, p228). Felicia Ackerman writes that ‘allowing assisted suicide for the terminally ill…but not for people facing other severe and irremediable misfortunes, involves a systematic devaluation of the lives of the terminally ill’ (Ackerman, p154). And John Keown argues that ‘the very fact of decriminalisation [of laws against euthanasia] could easily signal to vulnerable groups, directly or indirectly, not only that they may seek an earlier death, but that they should’ (Keown, p96). In other words, when we allow PAS for individuals who are terminally ill or facing some severe disease or disability, we send a message of disrespect to all individuals who face such adversities in that we imply that they are inferior or their lives are not worth living (or at least less worth living than they otherwise would be) precisely insofar as they are diseased or disabled.

It is interesting that when this objection is made against PAS, it is not identified as an ‘expressivist’ argument. It seems obvious that the objection at the end of life has the same structural and motivational similarity as what is identified as the expressivist argument at the beginning of life. Why bioethicists do not point out this similarity is unclear to me. It cannot be merely that, for example in the characterisations of the objection above, no mention of the verb ‘express’ is used. Surely the idea of conveying a message or of indirect signalling is precisely what is identified as problematic in the beginning of life scenario. Part of the explanation for why this objection has not been labelled as expressivist may be that there is a cluster of different objections against PAS based on disability rights, and the expressivist objection is only one of them. The expressivist objection tends not to be the most prominent or common one made against PAS, perhaps because it is not thought to be the most important. But there is also a cluster of different objections that disability rights advocates have made against prenatal testing, and this has not prevented the identification of one particular objection as expressivist.

Another possible explanation for why the expressivist argument at the end of life is not so labelled is that the target of the questionable practice might be considered to be less precise than at the beginning of life. When reproductive biotechnologies are used to prevent the births of individuals, they tend to particularly target disability. However, it might be said, laws permitting PAS and euthanasia do not particularly target disability. Instead, they allow for the option of medically assisted death under a range of different considerations. While this might be part of the (sociological) explanation for why the expressivist argument is not identified as such in the context of medically assisted death, it is not a good reason for denying that the expressivist argument actually applies in that context. All current laws permitting medically assisted death limit eligibility to individuals suffering from either a terminal or incurable illness. The nature of and relationship between illness and disability are obviously complex and beyond the scope of this paper. However, most accounts of disability are broad enough such that they would include people suffering from terminal and incurable illnesses as disabled. This is because terminal and incurable illnesses are associated with a loss or limitation of a broad range of capabilities. While terminal cancer, say, is not usually thought of as a (paradigm instance of) disability, it nevertheless normally leads to substantial restrictions on significant physical and social activities. Therefore, most persons who qualify to use medically assisted death will have a disability to some extent according to most theories of disability. In other words, the class of ill people who qualify for euthanasia or assisted suicide are a subsection of the disabled, and as such include individuals who experience capacity limitations or significant prevention of ability to exercise normal activities. In this way, medically assisted death laws do at least implicitly target disabled individuals.

Moreover, the reasons that people adopt euthanasia or assisted suicide deal precisely with the loss or limitation of a broad range of capabilities. The relevant kind of suffering that worries those with incurable and terminal illnesses and motivates them to adopt medically assisted death is not usually physical suffering (as is popularly thought) but rather psychological and existential suffering. For example, the most common reasons that terminally ill individuals in Oregon choose PAS are that they do not wish to lose autonomy, ‘dignity’, the ability to engage in normal activities, or control of their bodily functions. In other words, the loss of different abilities, they judge, makes their life not worth living. Medically assisted death offers the terminally or incurably ill person either relief from his loss of normal human activities such as moving about, continence, social engagement, and so on, or the promise that he can die before he loses them. Disability rights groups correctly point out that these are precisely disability-related concerns. Hence, it is not a coincidence that every national disability rights organisation that has taken a position on the issue of medically assisted death is opposed. There is good reason for disability rights advocates to be concerned about the message about disabilities that is expressed by the legalisation of PAS and euthanasia.

Ultimately, it does not matter whether the expressivist argument at the end of life gets labelled as ‘expressivist’. But insisting on this point, regardless of whether anything else I say in this paper is convincing, makes two contributions to the end of life debate. First, it clarifies one kind of disability rights argument against PAS. The

---

14 Euthanasia refers to voluntary active euthanasia. I sometimes use the phrase ‘medically assisted death’ to refer to both euthanasia and PAS. For the most part, I do not sharply distinguish between PAS and euthanasia for the purposes of this paper.

16 For other versions of the expressivist argument (though not under that name) at the end of life, 24–26.

26 To my knowledge, the only exception is Scoccia, and he does not say anything about this objection as it compares to reproductive biotechnologies.
OBJECTIONS TO EXPRESSIONISM

The objections I consider against the expressivist argument are not exhaustive. Instead, my aim is merely to examine some of the most prominent objections against expressivism at the beginning of life and see how they fare with respect to expressivism at the end of life. The reader, moreover, should be reminded that my principal goal is not to evaluate these objections on their own merits.

The first objection is that the negative belief or attitude that is allegedly expressed by reproductive biotechnologies when used to select against disability is not actually expressed. This is because, first of all, the negative belief might not be in fact present in the individuals who use these technologies and/or the negative belief or attitude might not play a role in the decision to use them. Allen Buchanan insists that a woman who aborts a fetus that is likely to have Down syndrome, for example, need not be committed to saying that life with Down syndrome is not worth living. Instead, she might just be saying that she is not prepared emotionally or financially to raise a child with Down syndrome. 12 Second, the negative belief might not be expressed because of the difficulty of identifying the message of social or medical practices. Jamie Lindemann Nelson observes that even if individual choices might not reveal a disrespectful intention, social practices on the whole might. Yet, she insists, reproductive technologies are social practices whose meanings are vague and ambiguous, so we cannot be sure that any negative message is actually expressed. 12 x

How does this objection fare in the end of life context? Not well. The legalisation and use of PAS or euthanasia expresses a much more determinate message than that of reproductive biotechnologies. Fundamentally, assisted death is almost always chosen while holding the belief that life is not worth living (or would not be worth living) under the condition of one’s illness and associated loss of capabilities. This is not merely a back-ground belief, but almost invariably plays a role in the decision to die. It is far more unlikely for an individual to adopt a medically assisted death because, for example, she is not prepared financially to undergo a terminal or incurable illness. Instead, she is very likely to think that the quality of her life will be so poor that she would be better off dead, which is exactly the expressivist concern. If the grounds for her believing that her life is not worth living involve her loss of capabilities, as we have seen that it almost always does for patients who choose to die, then the negative attitude towards life with a disability plays a role in her choice and so is more likely to express a message of disrespect.

More important, in my view, than the mental states of the individuals who might use some medical practice is the meaning of the social or medical practice itself (expressed, for example, by its legalisation). What kind of message does the legalisation of PAS give? Here, too, the meaning is much more determinate than in the case of legalising reproductive biotechnologies. PAS laws express that individuals who find their terminal or incurable illness unbearable are free to end their lives. The practice of medically assisted death, in other words, says that individuals who wish to die on their own terms can do so, but only if they are among a subsection of the disabled population. Why can’t PAS laws merely express the message that society should not interfere with a person who wishes to end his life? They could express this if the right to die were extended to everyone regardless of illness or disability. The fact that the actual laws in place extend eligibility for medically assisted death only to those with some kind of disability suggests that having this kind of disability is often incompatible with a desirable quality of life. In other words, the actual laws that we have that narrow eligibility for assisted death make the meaning of these laws much more specific. If PAS or euthanasia were legal exclusively for the ugly or the unemployed, the message would be that a life of being ugly or unemployed is very often not worth living.

The legalisation and social accessibility of abortion and genetic technologies have a much greater range of possible meanings. Perhaps extending these options to people is about giving them greater reproductive control, for example. A woman might choose to undergo an amniocentesis not for the purpose of selective abortion but for making preparations for a disability diagnosis or, in some cases, for therapeutic interventions during pregnancy. Or consider preimplantation genetic diagnosis; this is used to discard embryos that are likely to have disabilities, and to offer greater genetic control beyond issues of health and disease (such as choosing a child’s eye colour). All of these motivations might be judged as morally significant and expressive of the meaning of the relevant practices when society chooses to make them socially available. But the social availability of PAS and euthanasia do not have the same range of possible meanings.

The second objection against expressivism is that the rights to autonomy trump any negative attitudes that might be expressed. One might concede that disrespect is expressed by the use of prenatal screening and selective abortion, but that is not a reason, according to this objection, to deny people the use of this practice if we have good reasons to extend to them this use. And in the case of reproductive technologies, we do have good reasons, namely to give individuals the right to control the circumstances of their own reproduction. Steven Edwards makes the following analogy: ‘one may choose to have an abortion in the knowledge that this will offend prolife groups, but it does not follow that the offence caused to these groups outweighs one’s right to make such a choice’ (Edwards, p419). 12 13

If we grant, for the sake of argument, that there is a so-called right to die, it might seem as if a similar point against expressivism can be made in the end of life context; even if PAS or euthanasia disrespects the lives of the disabled, these negative attitudes do not trump legitimate autonomy rights. The reason this line of thinking is less persuasive, however, is that there is a significant

---

12 While this message would avoid expressing the message that the lives of those with Down syndrome are not worth living, it does seem to express the message that the lives of those with Down syndrome are a severe burden, which might also be disrespectful.

xFor some version of this objection against expressivism at the beginning of life, 13 17 31 32

3For some version of this objection against expressivism at the beginning of life, 17 31 33
difference between exercising a right to die and exercising a right to reproductive technologies, which is that the former does not require medical assistance in the same way that the latter does. One cannot use prenatal screening on one’s own. One cannot even reliably perform an abortion on one’s own. But one can normally and reliably end one’s life on one’s own. This is all the more true now that suicide has been widely decriminalised. Laws permitting assisted suicide and euthanasia involve physicians (and other healthcare practitioners) in something that individuals commonly can, with not too much difficulty, achieve legally and without physician involvement. The same cannot be said with respect to in vitro fertilisation, say, or preimplantation genetic diagnosis. The idea here is not that the extent to which one relies on others determines the ‘autonomy’ of the decision. The idea is rather that the relevant autonomy right in the two different cases is exercised in different ways: the right to reproductive control is exercised only with the cooperation of the medical profession and the right to die can be exercised independently of third party involvement.

It might be objected that the right to die cannot be exercised safely and painlessly without medical assistance, perhaps like abortion. While there is something to this objection to a point, it nevertheless seems the case that there is still a significant difference in degree. One is much more likely to kill oneself successfully and safely on one’s own than one is to carry out an abortion successfully and safely on one’s own. Reproductive biotechnologies other than abortion, meanwhile, are not at all possible to carry out on one’s own.

It might also be objected that there are cases where disabled people are physically unable to end their own lives due to their disability and so can only exercise their right to die with some kind of assistance. I have three responses to this objection. First, the instances in which disabled people are unable to perform a fatal act because of their disability are not very common. For instance, Carol Gill remarks that “persons with disabilities, like non-disabled persons, are generally capable of carrying out suicide if they are committed to doing so. Persons with even extensive functional limitation are more competent than most people think they are” (Gill, p538).14 Second, some jurisdictions such as Switzerland and certain US states, have only extended the right to die to persons who can perform the fatal act on their own, and they have done this presumably because they think that there are good reasons for insisting on this requirement. In these jurisdictions, the right to die does not encompass a right to euthanasia. Now, maybe these jurisdictions have it wrong; maybe they should also extend to disabled persons the right to euthanasia, as other jurisdictions have done.

But even if this is true, my third response to this objection is that it still would not challenge my central point, which is that the right to die does not require medical assistance in the way that the right to reproductive autonomy does. If a person is physically unable to self-administer a fatal act, there is no special reason that physicians should do this for them. Physicians are not traditionally trained to end people’s lives, which is one reason why they generally refuse to participate in executions. Successfully killing someone, even doing so painlessly, does not take tremendous expertise. If a disabled person needs assistance to end his life, it would be easy for the assistance to come from non-physicians, such as lawyers or even philosophers;16 even the same cannot be said for individuals who need assistance to exercise an autonomy right over their reproductive choices.

My analysis of this second objection against expressivism at the end of life does not mean, of course, that the objection necessarily fails. The fact that offence or disrespect is expressed by legalising PAS does not entail that we should not legalise PAS. There might be good reasons that justify legalising PAS even in the face of offence and disrespect. Perhaps, the ability to exercise the right to die successfully and painlessly from a friendly doctor should trump any negative attitudes that are expressed. But this is a lot less obvious than the idea that autonomy rights should trump the expression of such attitudes.109

The third and final objection to expressivism at the beginning of life is that it’s a mistake to think that the use or availability of reproductive biotechnologies expresses a negative attitude towards existing disabled people because the purpose of such practices is to prevent disabled persons from existing in the first place, not to say anything about the lives of such persons who already exist. As Tom Shakespeare, for example, writes: ‘Any disabled person has already been born. Prior to being born, the disabled person does not exist in any meaningful sense. During the mother’s pregnancy, a cluster of developing cells existed, but not a person with identity, experiences and feelings. The response I would not have been born has an emotional resonance, but cannot be understood in strictly rational terms, because before anyone is born, there is no I’t not to be born.’ (Shakespeare, p89).17

In order to make this objection make sense, we have to assume that the embryo and fetus are not persons. The general point is that it is mistaken to find a negative attitude expressed by prenatal testing because prenatal testing does not target anyone who already exists. Imagine if a guardian angel warns you that if you cross the street you will be struck by a car and be paralysed; supposing you decide to refrain from crossing the street, you appropriately prevent a disability but do not thereby express any negative attitudes to people who already have disabilities.18 In short, this objection insists that preventing the existence of disabled people who do not yet exist is very different from saying of any already-existing disabled person that her life is not worth living.20

As you can probably see already, this objection—which is perhaps the most popular objection against expressivism at the beginning of life—is simply irrelevant in the end of life context. The whole point of the objection is that prenatal testing and abortion are preventative measures—they do not act on any already-existing disabled persons. In this way, they do not make judgments about such persons. However, the medical availability of assisted suicide is not similarly preventative. On the contrary, it acts directly on already-existing disabled individuals. Individuals who are euthanised or who take their own life with a physician’s help exist in every meaningful sense. In short, PAS laws target disabled persons themselves compared with prenatal testing or selective abortion, which targets only potential persons.

It’s not the case that any suicide whatsoever sends the message that a life with disabilities is a life not worth living. This is because individuals who die by suicide choose to do so for a variety of reasons including revenge, political protest, or unrequited love. None of these cases are cases of disabled people adopting suicide, so no message about disabilities could be expressed. More importantly, laws that allow a certain class of people to legally die by suicide imply, of this class, that their reasons for wanting to die are

For more on this point.14 Notice that my argument here does not require any strong claims about the purpose of medicine (the so-called internal morality of medicine) or the proper role of physicians. All I’m committed to is the claim that there is no special reason that assistance in death has to be medical.
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For more on this point.14 Notice that my argument here does not require any strong claims about the purpose of medicine (the so-called internal morality of medicine) or the proper role of physicians. All I’m committed to is the claim that there is no special reason that assistance in death has to be medical.

I return to this second objection against expressivism in the conclusion.
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perfectly acceptable. As I argued in the previous section, the laws that we in fact have identify this class to be disabled people.

In the context of prenatal testing, this third objection against expressivism is sometimes made by relying on an analogy to disance or illness: just as a commitment to preventing illness does not express negative attitudes to people who are sick, so too we should not think that aiming to prevent disadvantages expresses negative attitudes to disabled people.11 19 20 In reply, a number of philosophers and bioethicists insist that the analogy is misleading because illness (at least short-term illnesses such as the influenza, say) is not a significant part of a person’s identity in the way disability can be. These writers insist that disability is comparable to other identity traits such as race, sex or sexual orientation.11 21 22 Steven Edwards, for instance, remarks that ‘whatever force the expressivist objection has appears to rely on the identity claim’, which is the claim that disability is ‘identity constituting’ for at least some people.13 (Edwards, p419).14

This point, however, obscures the expressivist argument in two ways. First, it seems to entail the mere difference view of disability: in so far as disability is like race, sex, or sexual orientation, it is a trait that doesn’t include any inherent (ie, independent of social or institutional practices and attitudes) limitations, disadvantages, or harms.15 Even if the mere difference view of disability were philosophically convincing, the problem with invoking it in this context is that it does not explain why it might be considered legitimate to prevent disability at all. If we were using prenatal screening to prevent the existence of women or gay people, it would be difficult to avoid the conclusion that the motivation (at least in large part) stems from a belief that women or gay people are inferior or undesirable.xvii It is mistaken, however, to insist that the practice of prenatal testing for disability necessarily stems from a similar belief about disabled people. It makes sense, in other words, to try to block the emergence of disabilities insofar as these are genuine disadvantages (and they would be genuine disadvantages, in my view, even if we eliminated prejudice against disabled persons as well as societal or institutional barriers to their full inclusion).

When, in the context of this debate, one observes that disability can be (at least partially) identity-constituting, one is (at least partially) trying to explain why someone who is disabled would be offended or troubled by the negative attitude being expressed. But the second reason that a focus on the identity issue is unhelpful, I believe, is that this attempt is misguided—it identifies the wrong reason that people are or might be offended by prenatal screening. The reason that one is or might be offended by prenatal screening for disability is not that disability can go to the core of one’s identity (even though it can). Instead, the disrespect stems from the way in which the goal of reducing the number of individuals who live with a disability is being carried out. The range of ways in which we might reduce the number of persons with a disadvantageous or limiting condition is represented in table 1 above. Testing for disability is an ‘existential method’, to coin a term, for reducing the number of disabled persons: it reduces the instances of disability by reducing the number of disabled persons. More formally, an existential method for reducing the incidence of disadvantageous condition C engages in reducing the existence of individuals with C who, without engaging in this method, would otherwise exist. There are two ways to go about pursuing this method. We can (1) prevent the existence of individuals with C before they exist by using gamete selection, delayed conception (according to some thought experiments, at least), contraception, embryo analysis, genetic modification, or abortion. (2) Or we can terminate the existence of individuals with C after they exist by killing them (such as by euthanasia) or letting them die (such as by prioritising scarce life-saving resources for the non-disabled).

The appropriate analogy to advance the expressivism debate is not identity traits like race and sex but other disadvantageous conditions like illness, poverty, illiteracy, and addiction. This is the appropriate analogous class even though these conditions are not identity-constituting in the way that disability can be because this class identifies genuine disadvantages or limitations—we can understand the motivation to reduce the number of individuals who have such conditions. And there are a variety of non-controversial ways of doing this. I call these ‘non-existential methods’ because they do not interfere with the existence of individuals with condition C.xviii We might, for example, (3) prevent the emergence of adult illiteracy by improving grade school education. (4) Or we might reverse the emergence of adult illiteracy by expanding literacy education programmes for adults. Similarly, we might, for example, (3) prevent the emergence of a disability by refusing to cross the street when our guardian angel warns us that crossing the street will cause a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Methods for Reducing the Number of People with a Disadvantageous Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Existential methods for reducing the number of persons with disadvantageous condition C</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Preventing the existence of such persons.</td>
<td>Contraception; abortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Ending the existence of such persons.</td>
<td>Voluntary or involuntary killing or letting die</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-existential methods for reducing the number of persons with disadvantageous condition C</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Preventing the emergence of condition C.</td>
<td>Social/biomedical interventions that prevent C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Reversing the emergence of condition C.</td>
<td>Social/biomedical interventions that reverse C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

11Ash, however, does not accept that one needs to adopt the identity claim in order to make the expressivist argument.

19For this view.35 Other disability theorists who have adopted the social model of disability have said that having a disability is really just about being differently abled. For criticism.36

17An anonymous referee contends that most people are unlikely to try to prevent the existence of women or gay people as a class; instead they might reasonably wish to avoid raising a girl or a gay child because they are individually unprepared to do so in the way that others might reasonably wish to avoid raising a disabled child because they are individually unprepared to do so. However, I deny that these cases are analogous in the way the referee proposes. Being female, for example, does not include any inherent limitations or disadvantages. Instead, all of the relevant disadvantages that women experience are socially constructed and imposed. Good people who are concerned about the disadvantages that impose limitations on disabled people, they would be unprepared to raise children at all, do not try to avoid raising certain kinds of children who face contingent discrimination (and if they did, it would be nearly impossible to disentangle this desire from the relevant social prejudice). On the other hand, what I am suggesting here is that even if we fixed all social structures that impose limitations on disabled people, they would still be disadvantaged, which makes their wish to avoid raising a disabled child more reasonable than those who wish to avoid raising a girl.38

---

18I don’t mean to imply that all non-existential methods are acceptable or non-controversial. We might reduce the number of people with addictions, for example, by institutionalising them against their will.
disability. (4) Or we might reverse the emergence of a disability by carrying out a surgery to ‘correct’ some disability. Other non-existential methods for preventing disability include, for example, a pregnant woman’s avoiding drugs and taking proper dietary supplements for the health of the developing fetus or administering vaccines against polio. The point is that the non-existential methods do not invoke expressivist worries: we do not think a robust social programme to prevent or reduce illiteracy, for example, expresses a negative attitude against illiterate individuals. And even though some disabled individuals would prefer not to have their disability reversed (because it is identity-constituting for them), they do not generally object to offering this possibility to others. Writers who make the expressivist argument against prenatal testing almost never say that non-existential methods are similarly disrespectful.

However, the existential methods are a different story, for these seem, at least, in danger of expressing negative attitudes against persons who have the relevant disadvantageous condition. Existential methods combat a disadvantageous condition by thwarting, in some way, the existence of persons who experience it. Even though it is uncontroversial to propose programmes to end adult illiteracy, for example, it would be another matter entirely if we (2) offered PAS to illiterate individuals (or to individuals suffering from poverty, chronic illness, or alcoholism) or threw them into a gas chamber. If we did do this, we would clearly be in danger of expressing a belief that a life as an illiterate adult is not worth living (or some other expression of disrespect clearly be in danger of expressing a belief that a life as an illiterate adult is not worth living (or some other expression of disrespect for such individuals). In other words, ending the existence of someone with a disadvantageous condition expresses a different kind of message from that of the non-existential methods. How we go about reducing the number of individuals with a disadvantageous condition matters a great deal.

Now, I think that whether (1) is an appropriate method for reducing the number of individuals with a disadvantageous condition is an important question. Those who have opposed the expressivist argument at the beginning of life have, in my view, been too quick to assume that there is nothing wrong with it. In fact, opponents of expressivism at the beginning of life who like to emphasise the appropriateness of preventing illness or disease seem to ignore the distinction between (1) and (2) altogether. They ignore this distinction because, just when they show awareness of the importance of how we go about reducing the number of persons with a disabling condition, they give a detailed explanation about how they are assuming that fetuses are not persons.11 17 19 20 23 In other words, they defend embryo selection and selective abortion on the grounds that it’s not an instance of (2). Yet that hardly shows the appropriateness of preventing illness or disease seem to ignore the distinction between (1) and (2) altogether. They ignore this distinction because, just when they show awareness of the importance of how we go about reducing the number of persons with a disabling condition, they give a detailed explanation about how they are assuming that fetuses are not persons.37 18 19 20 23 In other words, they defend embryo selection and selective abortion on the grounds that it’s not an instance of (2). Yet that hardly shows the appropriateness of preventing illness or disease seem to ignore the distinction between (1) and (2) altogether. They ignore this distinction because, just when they show awareness of the importance of how we go about reducing the number of persons with a disabling condition, they give a detailed explanation about how they are assuming that fetuses are not persons.13

Given the distinction I’ve drawn between existential and non-existential methods, it seems to me that it is perfectly reasonable to oppose (1) (as well as (2) of course) but still support (3) and (4). Again, opponents of expressivism sometimes do not seem to realise this. Buchanan, for example, says that if the expressivist argument is sound it would ‘rule out a wide range of traditional, ‘low-tech’ interventions to avoid or remedy disabilities such as treating babies’ eyes at birth to prevent blindness (Buchanan, p.23).13 Edwards comments that the ‘expressivist objection seems to have the implication that it is wrong both first, to seek to prevent any form of disability, and second, to cure or ‘put right’ any existing disability’ (Edwards, p419).13

The expressivist argument is an argument about how a specific practice affects the disabled community in general rather than the target of the practice itself (fetus, terminally ill patient), so we can set to one side the issue that this is a voluntary killing.

CONCLUSION

I have not been arguing that the legalisation of PAS is more disrespectful to disabled persons than the practice of prenatal testing and selective abortion. Rather, I have argued that the objections launched against expressivism at the beginning of life misfire when we apply them to expressivism at the end of life. Nor have I examined any independent objections one might make against the expressivist argument applied to euthanasia, since my goal has been comparative throughout. Some might object that my argument is too limited because it is merely a comparison and doesn’t take a direct stand on the expressivist objection at either the beginning or end of life. But there is some benefit in not biting off more than one can chew. My limited and relative thesis invites agreement from both sides of the expressivist debate, which if achieved would be a fruitful outcome with perhaps important implications. Moreover, the expressivist argument when applied to prenatal testing has gained fierce opposition from bioethicists and scientists who worry about the relief of suffering for future people and the hampering of medical progress. It is, in fact, worthwhile to observe, if the thesis of my paper is correct, that this kind of sustained attack on expressivism fares much worse with respect to PAS: some of the most powerful criticisms in one context look very different in another. We cannot assume just because one kind of expressivism fails that the kind of objection is doomed to fail. And even if the reader still finds my conclusion too limiting, there is still much in the paper that I hope might advance the expressivist debate.

Having shown that the expressivist argument is much better suited to answer objections at the end of life than at the beginning, we still might ask about the importance of this argument. After all, doesn’t disrespect and other negative attitudes or beliefs amount to only a slight moral wrong? Don’t we express negative beliefs that disvalue others all the time? The reader might be
expressing some of these even now about the author—is that any reason to insist that people should be prevented from engaging in these negative beliefs and attitudes?

As a number of defenders of the expressivist argument at the beginning of life have pointed out and as I mention briefly above, there seems to be something more pernicious about having an important social practice express negative beliefs than when private, individual choices do so. Laws, in particular, can express collective moral norms. A law against speeding expresses a norm that one ought not to speed. The decriminalisation of drug use expresses a norm that there is nothing wrong with drug use. And the decriminalisation of assisted suicide laws for persons who experience significant loss of capabilities express that there is nothing wrong with disabled persons taking their own lives. When a negative attitude is embedded in the law, its ability to harm is significantly enhanced. The law’s ability to promote a norm that a disabled life is not worth living takes place against a society (and a medical profession) that already underestimated the expected quality of a disabled life.14 The decriminalisation or legalisation of assisted suicide or euthanasia might therefore entrench or exacerbate an already-existing negative belief about the disabled.

Moreover, disvaluing the disabled matters because it has the ability to affect another disability rights argument against assisted suicide. As I mentioned in section 1, the most common disability rights case against PAS has not been the expressivist argument. Instead, the concern has been more about the choice to die being coerced and subtly influenced by social pressures. Disability rights advocates object to PAS in order to protect disabled individuals from making a non-autonomous choice to die.3,24 How realistic this objection is depends on how deep the prejudices and social pressures are in society. It is not unreasonable to imagine that the expressivist concern about PAS and euthanasia has a trickle-down effect on any given disabled person’s choice to end his life. In other words, the expressivist argument against PAS, if successful, makes the other argument against PAS more serious: if negative attitudes about disabled lives are entrenched or exacerbated, this could make the choice of a disabled person to die even less autonomous than it would otherwise be. Notice, however, that this worry does not apply in the beginning of life context: it is not the case that negative attitudes about disability expressed by prenatal testing will trickle down to embryos or fetuses and cause them to think of themselves as inferior or less valuable.25 In this way, the expressivist argument at the end of life is, once again, of more significant concern.
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*Of course, negative societal attitudes might influence parental choices to undergo prenatal testing and selective abortion, but we might worry far less about those choices being genuinely autonomous ones.
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